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Prompt Questions to Uncover
Subconscious Fears & Limiting Beliefs

Use the prompt questions below and journal your responses. Allow space and time to
reflect, to sit with yourself and to really explore what these questions bring up in you…

Imagine as vividly as possible, in detail, what your daily life will look like if you achieved
the positive life changes you desire. Then ask yourself… “If I succeed in making the
positive life changes I desire and I am living in the full achievement of my goals:

 What will happen to me?

 What will my daily life look like when I’m fully in that new life situation?

 What will the changes mean for me?

 How will I look?

 How will I act?

 What will I be feeling?

 What will I be doing?

 Who will I be?

 Where will I be?

 Who will I be with?

 What will other people be thinking of me?

 What types of things will I need to be doing and taking care of?

 What will the reality of my life be like each day if I achieve the positive changes I
desire and I have ______ (e.g a bigger job, moved to a new location, am in an
intimate relationship, have more money, have lost weight, have healed my body).
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Go beyond the surface obvious aspects of what your positive life changes will look like
and reflect on the practical, tangible considerations of having achieved your desired
positive change.

 Who are you?

 What are you now responsible for in that new life situation?

 Now that you’ve ticked off that goal/desire/positive life change, now what?

 Now what is your life about next?

 Now what will are you focused on?

Next ask yourself:

 How will my life change when I’ve made these positive changes?

 How might my existing relationships change?

 How might my responsibilities change?

 Will people want more / expect more from me?

 Will I get more attention than I am used to getting? And how do I feel about that?

 Will people I care about potentially judge me?

 Will my achievement of my goal/positive life changes affect my time and balance
in life?

 When I’m standing in my goal/positive change achieved, how do I feel about
keeping it that way, about my ability to maintain that result?

 Do I care what other people will think of me standing in my success/positive life?

 Is there anyone I think will reject me or cause problems for me due to my success?

 Will I be exposed to or vulnerable to anything or anyone if I achieve this
goal/outcome?

 Will I expect more from myself or experience more pressure?

When you make positive life changes and achieve your goals, it means you will no
longer be in your current situation. So ask yourself:

 By moving ahead into new positive life changes and achieving my goals, is there
anything in my current situation that I will lose? That I will have to let go of?

 Is there anything about my current situation, struggle or lifestyle that I gain from in
anyway, such that if I make positive changes and move forward, those
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payback/benefits will disappear? (e.g. comfort, safety, privacy, independence, time,
attention, sympathy, love, identity, support, relationships, familiarity).

 Am I willing to give up the identity I may have taken on, the identity of a person
who is in this current situation, in this current struggle, or in this current lifestyle, in
order to evolve and step into what I most desire?

Using prompts like this to identify what you believe and most fear about achieving your
positive life changes and goals, and what you believe and most fear letting go of your
current situation, allows you to SEE CLEARLY what is holding you back, empowering
you ready to release those fears and shift those beliefs!
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